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SERIOUS FUNCTIONALITY
The Prominent family of seating let’s you customize your comfort, with adjustments for reclining and seat height that make it easily 
adapt to a wide variety of users and spaces. From mesh, high-back task chairs with multiple control options to the coordinating 
task stool, this line of seating delivers an unbeatable combination of versatility and comfort at a compelling price point.

A. HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE ARMS (Models HVL531 & HVL534)  
Height-adjustable arms move up and down for shoulder and upper 
body support.

B. HEIGHT- AND WIDTH-ADJUSTABLE ARMS (Models HVL530, 
HVL532, HVL536, HVL537 & HVL539)
Controls both height and width of arms for a wide variety of users for 
optimal comfort.

C. STANDARD CONTROL OPTION (Models HVL531 & HVL534) 
Swivel/tilt control allows you to find the most comfortable position.

D. ENHANCED CONTROL (Models HVL530 & HVL537) 
Allows the back to recline at a 2.5-1 ratio to seat angle and includes a 
variable lock and seat slide. 

E. MULTI-FUNCTION CONTROL OPTION (Models HVL532 & HVL536) 
High-performance control mechanism with seat slide offers a full range 
of reclining positions.

F. BACK HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT & SEAT SLIDE (Models HVL530, 
HVL532, HVL536 & HVL537) 
Back height adjusts up and down for ideal position and support and 
the seat slide moves the seat forward and back for added leg comfort.

360° SWIVEL/PNEUMATIC LIFT (All Models) 
Seat adjustments move the seat up and down and around.

HIGH-BACK DESIGN (All Models) 
Generously sized mesh back provides comfort and support.

STRONG WARRANTY 
Backed by the HON Limited 5-year Warranty.

MM10 Black 
Sandwich Mesh

SB11 Black 
SofThread™ Leather
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